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weights of the various	in the tube and thus enables us
to determine the nature of the contents of the tube. We
can thus analyse a gas by putting a small quantity of it into a
discharge tube and taking a photograph of the positive rays.
This method of analysis has many advantages. In the first
place only a very small quantity of gas Is required, the total
amount of gas In the discharge tube of the size described on
page 16 would only occupy about "01 c.c. at atmospheric pressure
and a constituent present to the extent of only a very small
percentage would give well defined parabolas. If there Is a
new gas In the tube It Is indicated by the presence of a new
parabola, but this parabola does far more than show that
something new Is present, It tells us what Is the atomic weight
of the new constituent. Let us compare for a moment the
method with that of spectrum analysis. We might detect a
new gas by observing an unknown line In the spectrum when
the electric discharge passed through the gas. This observa-
tion would, however, tell us nothing about the nature of the
substance giving the new line, nor, Indeed, whether It arose
from a new substance at all: it might be a line given out
by a well-known substance under new electrical conditions.
Again, If a substance Is only present to the extent of a few per
cent It very often happens that its spectrum Is completely
swamped by that of the more abundant substance: thus, for
example, In a mixture of helium and hydrogen we cannot
observe the helium lines unless the helium Is a considerable
percentage of the mixture.
This is not the case with the positive rays, or at any rate
not to anything like the same extent; the presence of one per
cent of helium would be very easily detected by the positive
rays. The method, too, is more sensitive than that of spectrum
analysis. With the apparatus described above the helium In I cc
of air, i.e. about 3 x io~6 c.c., could be detected with great

